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Abstract

Admission
Computed tomography, abbreviated CT or CK (computed tomography) is an imaging diagnostic method that uses the action of X-rays. The test allows you to obtain sections of the examined organs, as well as their 3D visualization, which greatly improves the diagnostic process. A tomography is used to perform a CT scan, and the image obtained with it is called a tomogram. Computed tomography was first performed for diagnostic purposes in the early 1970s in the United States.

The computer tomography consists of three basic elements: the table, the operator's console and the scanner. During the examination, the scanner performs rotations around the patient's body, making a series of X-rays. Then the obtained image is transferred to a computer equipped with specialized software. The image is visible in 2D or 3D technology.

Aim
The aim of the study is to analyze the indications and the course of computed tomography examination.

Material and method
Review of the available literature on the subject.

Results
Computed tomography is always performed based on a medical referral. It is the specialist who determines whether computed tomography will be more suitable than other imaging tests.
Usually, computed tomography of the head and sinuses, chest and abdominal cavity are performed. The most common indications for head tomography are recurring headaches and dizziness, previous craniocerebral and sinus injuries, cerebral ischemia and strokes, as well as suspected neoplastic changes in the head. CT is also performed on people who struggle with neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer's disease. We can receive a referral for this examination from a neurologist, oncologist, ophthalmologist, whether ENT specialist.

Chest tomography shows the structure of the heart, coronary vessels and the entire respiratory system. Usually it is recommended in the diagnosis of cancers of the respiratory and cardiovascular systems and in the assessment of the stage of coronary artery disease. He can refer us to this research cardiologist, pulmonologist or internal medicine doctor. Abdominal tomography is performed in order to detect possible inflammations (pancreas, large intestine, appendix, kidneys), gastrointestinal obstruction or bleeding, as well as kidney stones or thrombosis of the liver veins. In this case, a referral can be obtained from a gastroenterologist, urologist, whether gynecologist.

Conclusions
Computed tomography examination is completely painless and completely non-invasive for patients. It does not last long and allows you to quickly detect changes taking place inside the body. If the test was performed with a contrast agent, the patient may or may not experience some side effects, such as dizziness, a metallic taste in the mouth, nausea and vomiting, and palpitations.
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Computed tomography (abbreviated to KT, CT or CT from English) is a radiological examination that uses electromagnetic (X-ray) rays, the machine carrying it out is a computer tomography. This examination enables the mapping of sections - layers of the organ. It is worth finding out what computed tomography is, in what diseases it is ordered and whether it is safe [1,2].

Computed tomography is a commonly used diagnostic method. Its usefulness is determined by high availability, speed of execution and accuracy. This makes it an essential test for serious injuries where immediate damage assessment is essential. It is also used on a large scale, among others in oncology or surgery. Safety is also a big advantage, which is extremely important, there are no absolute contraindications tomography [3].

The tomography consists of a table on which the patient is lying and a gantry, i.e. the actual device. The device contains one or more X-ray tubes, so the principle of imaging is identical to that in the X-ray image. The lamps rotate at high speed around the patient and at the same time move along the body to cover the entire area being examined, during their movement they take many X-ray pictures in different planes and at different angles, so many sections and layered images are created. Different tissues strongly weaken radiation, e.g. bones - very much, but only minimal air [3,4,5].
On the basis of the measurements of this weakening, the computer creates images of cross sections of the patient's body, showing with high accuracy the body's tissues and organ structures. Then, an advanced computer program compares these photos with each other, sums them up, and thanks to the fact that it has many sections, it is possible to create an accurate picture of each layer of the examined person. Tomography enables the assessment of anatomical structures and possible their abnormalities in the human body, currently the best devices have a resolving power of up to 1 mm [5,6].

The examination is facilitated by a special tomography console, which takes over control of the machine. After entering information about the examined anatomical area, it processes it in such a way as to obtain the most accurate images possible. Of course, it is necessary to supervise the operation of the machine. As in any digital technique, in computed tomography it is possible to enlarge and divide the image as well as to perform its secondary reconstruction. The latest software also enables image reconstruction in other planes, and even in three-dimensional images [6,7,8].

Thanks to the most advanced devices, it is possible to study the inside of cavities and the lumen of organs as it happens in a virtual one bronchoscopy or virtual colonoscopy. The resulting images are assessed by a doctor radiologist and the result is in the form of a description. During one CT examination, the radiation dose to which the patient is exposed is many times higher than in the case of a traditional X-ray image. For example, during a chest X-ray the dose is about 0.02 mSv, and during KT it is from 2 to 8 mSv, so the radiation dose is even four hundred times higher. For comparison, during the lifetime we consume a dose of 170 mSv, it comes from cosmic rays and everyday devices [9, 10].

Computed tomography is always performed at the request of a doctor who knows whether the examination will be more beneficial in a given disease than ultrasound, whether magnetic resonance imaging. In emergency mode, indications are primarily serious injuries: head, chest, abdominal cavity and pelvis. Depending on the extent of the injury and indications, each area may be examined individually. In the most severe injuries, a simultaneous examination of the head, chest, abdomen and pelvis is used - it is the so-called "trauma scan", thanks to which it is possible to quickly assess all the injuries suffered by the patient and implement appropriate treatment [11, 12].

The indications for the CT also include:

- suspicion of cranial bleeding,
- before execution lumbar puncture,
- suspicion brain tumor,
- birth defects central nervous system and assessment of the anatomy of the central nervous system structures,
- degenerative disease of the spine,
- diseases of the bones of the skull, sinuses, nasal cavities, pharynx and larynx,
- lung diseases: e.g. lung cancer, lung abscess, sarcoidosis, lung infarction,
- pulmonary vascular disease, e.g. pulmonary embolism; when this disease is suspected, the so-called "angio-KT" is performed - tomography of the pulmonary arteries with contrast,
- heart diseases, pericardium and large vessels: cardiomyopathy heart defects heart tumors aortic aneurysms,
- tumors in the abdominal cavity: liver cancer, pancreatic cancer, gallbladder cancer, kidney cancer or cancer spleen. Thanks to this test, it is possible to assess the advancement of the tumor - is it limited to the primary organ only, whether there are metastases in the lymph nodes or other organs,
- inflammation of the pancreas and its complications,
- kidney diseases: inflammation, tumors, hydronephrosis narrowing of the kidney arteries
- tumors of the reproductive organs and bladder cancer [1,3,13].

This test is also used quite often before surgery in order to plan it - verify the extent and assess anatomical structures. The computed tomography technique also allows its use in the so-called interventional studies, e.g. in biopsy under the control of CT (puncture and removal of a small part of a specific organ for histopathological examination), puncture or abscess drainage [3,8,14].

There is no need to undress for the tomography, but it is necessary to remove all metal objects (earrings, buckles, watches), including getting rid of the phone and wallet, as they significantly distort the image [5,8,12].

During the tomography, the subject lies motionless on a narrow, sliding table and gradually moves into the tunnel. The person conducting the test instructs on how to behave, e.g. about breathing, and at key moments it is recommended to hold the breath. Following the recommendations shortens the examination, and the images obtained then are of much better quality. For this purpose, most of the devices are equipped with an intercom, i.e. a simple method of voice communication between the patient and the examiner, or with LEDs that light up when the patient should hold his breath [1,6,14].

During the examination, the subject can also be in constant contact with the examiner, it is necessary in the event of disturbing symptoms. Anything you are concerned about should be reported immediately: sudden discomfort (e.g. feeling claustrophobic), any symptoms following intravenous contrast (dyspnoea, nausea swelling of the face). Tomography usually lasts from several to several dozen minutes, depending on the extent of the area under examination. However, it is worth booking more time, because, depending on the area and the type of research, the stay in the laboratory may last from half to over 3 hours [8,9,11].

There are no contraindications for driving a car after the tomography, unless sedatives or general anesthesia were used during it. The result of the outpatient examination is issued after a few days, if it is an examination as part of a hospital stay, much faster. The description should be shown to the referring physician and he or she will interpret it properly. It should be remembered that after the examination with the use of contrast, one should spend several dozen minutes under the supervision of the personnel to make sure that it did not cause any serious side effects [5,7,9].

The tomography itself is painless, safe and carries no risks associated with the examination. Concerns about exposure to radiation usually relate to concerns about carcinogenicity. As mentioned earlier, KT is not the only source of radiation, and the dose delivered by the tomography is small compared to the radiation we absorb from other sources. Therefore, it is believed that the dose adsorbed during the test is not harmful, all the more so that modern devices modify it so that the radiation is as low as possible [9, 10].
In addition, when conducting a study, it is necessary to follow the ALARA principle (as low as reasonably achievable), which says that the lowest dose that gives an appropriate image is used. Sometimes it is also possible to carry out HRCT (high-resolution tomography) or low-dose KT, which additionally reduce radiation exposure. Discomforts very rarely appear when a contrast test is performed and it may be the cause of complications. A common symptom that occurs after administration of a contrast agent is a feeling of warmth, which is normal and is not a cause for concern [8, 13]. However, the side effects include:

- edema,
- skin redness,
- rash,
- vomiting,
- weakness,
- dyspnea [2,5,14].

Each of them should be reported immediately, exceptionally, a drop in pressure or even an anaphylactic reaction may occur. Tomography can be performed at any age, but it should not be done in pregnant women as it may cause birth defects in the baby. Performing the test in women in the second half should be avoided monthly with the possibility of becoming pregnant [3, 6].

Contrast tomography is based on exactly the same methods already described, with the difference that a contrast agent (commonly called contrast). Contrast is a substance based on compounds iodine(ionic or non-ionic), relatively neutral to the organism. Contrast very strongly, practically completely weakens X-rays, thanks to which the structures filled with contrast are bright and a very precise analysis of the area is possible. The contrast agent can be administered intravenously, orally, and rectally, depending on the structures to be assessed. In the case of the gastrointestinal tract, it is administered orally or rectally, and in the assessment of the vascular system - intravenously [8, 12].

A precise amount of contrast is injected into the vessel with an automatic syringe when the subject is lying in the gantry, then after a predetermined time, the test is performed so that at the time of the test, the maximum amount of contrast is in the vessel to be imaged [2,9 14].

Contrast is removed from the gastrointestinal tract unchanged, it is not absorbed from the intestines, with blood while they remove it kidneys therefore their function should be checked by measuring the concentration before such a test creatinine in the blood [8, 13].
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